Transformation of birth and death registration system
Ways to get exact information


Whenever a child birth or a death takes place gram Pradhan or respective
local body should be aware of it and within 2 to 3 months gram Pradhan
should collect the information(whose son or daughter it is/family info ) and
report it to tehsil(under the observation of DM) and DM should have a
committee who will observe whether the information given by gram Pradhan
is correct or not(it should be validated within 15 days). If correct allow
Pradhan to generate or issue it from the respective department and update it
to aadhar no.



If we failed in first step for birth, during the pulse polio we can ask there to
present birth certificate or we can tell them to generate it (or contact your
Pradhan). A detail documentation should have the person who is giving
polio drops (just make a tick mark which show this child has birth
certificate).

 For the death Pradhan should be aware of it & report it within a week in DM
office, and in the school we can tell the students whenever these two things
happened report it to your class monitor and subsequently he can report to
the teacher. And in our school there will be information of it. DM committee
and Pradhan should also visit the school in the occasion of national day or
any other according to their convenience and ask them to show the
register(they can get raw information) .
 There should be penalty if Pradhan doesn’t found active in first
place.(Deduct his budget by the help of DM committee).
 For below poverty person whenever they come for Rashan /cereals which
government provide at low cost distributor should have finger scan machine
which should be connected to aadhar machine which show this person got
cereals.



And last but most important to curb the population growth
government should promote the people having one child.

for this,

